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It's a simple matter of economic law that the only way to play rich and famous, well, rich is with free-
to-play. This extends to EA's many online games, of course. Ubisoft's recently acquired Topple tower

is the closest thing to the ideal PC-only experience, with its financial system and giant world.
Nevertheless, if you want to be the next superstar of the hardcourt, that route starts at the lower

depths of the market. Let's start with the NBA game, MyTeam. With MyTeam, EA attempts to make
the long-awaited online experience, along with the improved AI, without the matchmaking

conundrums that plague other games. However, in a world where F2P has dominated the casual
market and where the main breadwinner is loot boxes, you can imagine that EA would be doing all it

can to keep the player engaged with simple stats, the money system and cosmetic upgrades.
(MyTeam has two different currencies: The first one you earn through the regular course of play, and
the second one comes from gambling.) The best players can create their very own teams, and then
compare stats to see where they stand. Oh, yes, and MyTeam also has a single-player mode called
Season mode. You play as an owner and try to win the championship. Each season has a two-month
campaign, and you get to take your franchise to Europe and play in the regular season and playoffs.

The real meat of it, though, are the five-on-five games. You can play against other owners, or you
can invite other to challenge you in a team league. Sounds basic, but the game has a few more

under-the-hood things that make it feel different. One is the matchmaking system, which EA
describes as "An innovative new matchmaking system that ensures both competitive gameplay and
player continuity by matching the right people to the right games." The system is meant to handle
the hundreds of thousands of requests and queries that game publishers like EA receive on a daily
basis, but an "integrated online experience" is definitely a nice touch. The NBA game also has an

auction house. It's here where you buy players for your team, a la FIFA's Ultimate Team or other live-
auction games. You have a pool of funds to spend, and you unlock additional funds as you win

games. The end-game is to purchase a player package with everything from your standard jersey to
your player of the month. Just about
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